
 

MOUNT BARKER CATTLE SALE 22/10/2020 

Numbers were up for a total yarding of 1,243 head of good quality cattle at Mt Barker. 

Demand and prices were up for young cattle with fluctuations mainly due to quality. 

Light weight weaner steers topped at 482c and lightweight weaner heifers at 386c/kg. 

A large number of cows on offer saw prices ease with heavy cows topping at 262c and 

a pen of medium weight angus cows which had been running with a bull selling for 

308c/kg. High numbers of bulls saw prices ease as well with heavy weights selling to 

a high of 310c to live export and 286c to processors. 

Bullocks weighing over 600kg sold for 292c to 307c while grown steers weighing over 

500kg made from 294c to 338c and lighter weights under 500kg sold for 284c to 

374c/kg. Grown heifers weighing over 540kg made 252c to 308c while the lighter 

weights sold for 245c to 356c averaging 300c/kg.   

Yearling steers weighing over 400kg selling for 328c to 378c and lighter weights made 

from 336c to 442c /kg. Heavy yearling heifers sold from 302c to 364c while lighter 

weights returned 292c to 388c depending on quality. 

Weaner steers gained in all weight categories with steers weighing over 330kg selling 

from 398c to 438c while steers weighing between 280kg and 330kg made 424c to 

448c and lighter weights returned 370c to 482c/kg. Weaner heifers fluctuated on 

quality with heifers weighing over 330kg making from 360c to 384c and lighter weights 

sold from 320c to 386c /kg. 

Heavy prime cows eased returning 230c to 262c while the medium weight cows sold 

for 236c to 248c /kg. Store cows sold for 150c to 226c to processors and from 200c to 

282c to feeder buyers depending on quality. 

Heavy bulls eased selling for 248c to 286c to processors and 310c to live export while 

medium weight bulls sold to live export for 300c to 336c /kg.  


